Samson’s Meteor Mic is the universal solution for recording music on your computer. Perfect for your home studio, Meteor Mic is also ideal for Skype, iChat or voice recognition software. With Samson’s Meteor Mic, you can make incredible recordings that are out of this world.

Meteor Mic produces rich audio recording for any application. Our largest condenser diaphragm (25mm) forms Meteor Mic’s cardioid pickup capabilities. And with its smooth, flat frequency response and CD quality 16-bit, 44.1/48kHz resolution, you get professional audio features in a durable, yet compact ultra modern design.

Its all zinc, chrome-plated body includes a patent pending fold-back leg design, so it can sit on your desktop in the optimal position for any recording application from acoustic guitars and vocals to speech. It also features a built-in mic stand adapter for use with boom or desktop mic stands. Meteor Mic features a stereo 1/8” headphone jack for zero-latency monitoring and headphone volume control. In addition, a microphone mute switch grants you the luxury of immediate privacy while video conferencing.

Start recording with your Meteor Mic right out of the box. There is no need for drivers, as the mic can be directly connected to any computer and is compatible with most computer-based digital audio workstations.

FEATURES
- Large, 25mm diaphragm USB studio condenser microphone
- Plugs directly into any computer with a USB input, no drivers required
- Compatible with most computer-based digital audio workstation software
- Works with iPad using Apple’s iPad Camera Connection Kit or Lightning USB Camera Adapter
- Cardioid pickup pattern
- Smooth, flat frequency response of 20Hz–20kHz
- Stereo 1/8” headphone jack for zero-latency monitoring
- Headphone volume control with microphone mute switch
- Fold-back leg design provides optimal mic positioning
- Durable chrome-plated body
- Includes USB cable and carry pouch
- Samson Sound Deck Noise Cancellation Software (Mac OS X/Windows) available for purchase

METEOR MIC
UPC..........................809164012733
SKU..........................SAMTR
HEIGHT........................6.25”
WIDTH........................5”
DEPTH.........................3”
WEIGHT.......................1.45lb
MASTER CARTON QUANTITY: 20

* DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT BOXED